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DIALOGUES FOR elementary
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LEARNERS
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one of the oldest and most widely used cessivelycessively difficult sounds or structures
language teaching aids is the dialogue many should be avoided
language teachers consider the dialogue a 5 ideally a dialogue has enough content
highly effective teaching vehicle nelson in terms of either grammar or subject
brooks contends matter to permit it to tie in closely

all that is learned is meaningful and with the other material in the lesson
what is learned in one part of the 6 the content of the dialogue should
dialogue often makes meaning clear in reflect the level of sophistication of
another I1 the student and his knowledge of the
faye bumpass speaks favorably of the world

dialogue and its use on the elementary 7 the tone of the dialogue should be
level realistic eg adults should speak as

learning language patterns in a dialogue adults and children should speak as
form is a very rewarding experience for children
children on the elementary levels of 8 if characters are used they should be
foreign language learning it involves readily identifiable and their charac-

teristicsa natural and exclusive use of aural oral te should be easy to remember
skills and all the elements of the sound an example of such a character might
system appear repeatedly 2 be a contrary child pablo who
preparing meaningful and appropriate doesnt do this or doesnt do that he

dialogues is a difficult task and of growing would be the character for any negative
concern to textbook writers and language construction
teachers alike

julia dobson and william R slager in keeping with these suggestions nine

enumerate several considerations which can dialogues are here presented various english

for andor words may be substituted into these dialoguesserve as a guide writing evaluating
pedagogic dialogues without hampering either unity or coherence

1 dialogues should not be excessively
lengthy ideally a dialogue consists DIALOGUES vocabulary words
of two or three exchanges

2 the dialogue shouldhaveshoul dhave an appropriate A be sure you finish eating beans
final line that signals a realistic stopping your dinner soup
point in the conversation B I1 cant im full spinach

3 the language should be natural and A I1 guess youre too full for peas

accurately reflect the speech habits of dessert carrots
native english speakers B I1 just got hungry again

4 the dialogue should be appropriate for
a particular proficiency level elemen-
tary

A whwhereere are you going eggs
intermediate or advanced ex B to the store I1 have to butter
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buy some bread milk creating appropriate dialogues is an
A can I1 come sugar interesting and challenging endeavor well
B sure lets go worth the time and effort an appropriate

dialogue when meaningfully implemented
A thats a nice dog whose basketball constitutes an effective and highly versatile

is it football pedagogic aid
B its pablos cat
A whered he get it wagon FOOTNOTES
B I1 dont know lets ask bicycle

him I1
nelson brooks language and language

learning new york new york harcourt
A did you see papo book brace and world inc 1960 p 145
B no I1 didnt why nickel 2fayeafayefaye bumpass teaching youngstudentsYoung Students
A he has lunch penmy english as a foreign language new york
B oh here he comes dime

now quarter city
Q

american book company 1963 p 68

3adaptedadapted from two sources juliajuilajuiiajuliadobsondobson
A what happened paul knee dialogues why when and how to teach

youre hurt leg them english Tsachingtaching forum X mayMay

B I1 fell and hurt my arm back june 1972 no 3 ppap 222322 23 and william

B im going home neck R slagerager creating contexts for language
A ill go with you nose practice TESOL quarterly VII march

ankle 1973 no 1 ppap 384038 40
head

A hiIV how are you circus
B fine thanks and movies IDWIVDyou TESL15L neponREPORREPORTERI1 nylk0111A just fine where are you store

goinggoine park
B to the libratylibrary drugstore A quarterly publication of the
A OK ill see you later english language institute and thediedle
B so long BATEBATESLSL program of the brigham

young university hawaii campus
A excuse me I1 found this ruler

pencil on the floor paper editoraliceeditor aliceallceaiice C pack
Is it yours eraser staff api hemi michael foley

B yes it is thank you notebook
william gallagher

A whoschos that cousin articles relevant to teaching english
B thats friend brothermy

as a second language in hawaii the
A he looks like you father
B thats what everybody uncle south pacific and asia may be

says submitted to the editor through
box 157 brigham young university

A wasntwasn7t the circus great tigers hawaii campus laie oahubahu hawaii
B it sure was elephants 96762 manuscripts should be
A what did you like best seals double spaced and nottypedB I1 liked the clowns best monkeys

bears exceeding six pages
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